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DESCRIPTION 
 

The Reabe Aircraft Improvement True Quantity Hopper and Spray Boom Pressure Indication System 

provides reliable and accurate payload (gallons or liters) and spray boom pressure (psi) indication. 

 

The Reabe Aircraft Improvement True Quantity Hopper and Spray Boom Pressure Indication System 

consist of a digital cockpit main display, optional remote display, a magnetostrictive quantity probe 

located in the hopper, a pressure sensor located in the LH pressure spray boom and a loader power 

switch located by the remote display. 

 

The main display (located in the pilot’s instrument panel or mounted on the glare shield), firmware 

includes two (2) ‘look up tables’ to convert probe output to hopper fluid quantity. The main display 

look up tables include 1) ground attitude and 2) flight  based on the hour meter torque switch position. 

The main display indication is also data averaged to reduce sloshing effect. During installation, main 

display dip switch settings account for various hopper probe lengths for different installations. A 

‘Dim’ button dims the cockpit main display. 

 

If installed, a remote display indicator is connected to the cockpit main display via an RS232 cable. 

The remote display repeats main display quantity indications. During flight, the system switches to 

‘flight mode’, and the remote display ‘dims’ and displays ‘FLT.’ 

 

A magnetostrictive quantity probe with floating magnet, installed in the hopper, measures payload 

fluid level to the nearest 0.001 inch of travel. 

 

A pressure sensor, installed in the left spray boom pressure line is wired to the cockpit main display. 

The main display indicates negative boom pressure by illuminating a ‘Suck Back’ light, verifying the 

spray system recirculating ball valve feature is working correctly, and that spray boom vacuum 

pressure is present. 

 

If installed, a “Loader Power” Switch, mounted outside the aircraft, will power up the displays for 

15±3 minutes when pressed or powers down if pressed again. 

 

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS: 

 

Normal Operation/Screen Dimming: 

 

During operation the main display will show boom pressure reading on the upper line and hopper 

quantity on the lower line. There are two green LED’s in the display. The LED labeled ‘GND’ is 

located in the lower right hand side of the display and this is used to show when the quantity is set to 

ground mode. The LED labeled ‘SUCK BACK’ is located in the upper left hand side of the display 

and is used to show a negative pressure in the boom. Dim button may be repeatedly pressed to change 

cockpit display brightness. Holding the Dim button in, cycles display brightness to dim. 

 

Reset Boom Pressure Gauge Zero Point: 

 

To reset boom pressure gauge zero point, 1) Confirm spray pump is ‘OFF’, 2) Pull display CB, 3) 

Press and hold DIM button, 4) Reset display CB ‘On’, 5) When ‘Cal’ is displayed, release ‘DIM’ 

button. This resets the boom pressure gauge zero point (and also displays Firmware Version, quantity 

and pressure Units and Aircraft Model settings). 

 

Loader Power Switch: 

 

Pressing the Loader Power Switch temporarily powers up the displays, then times off for 15±3 

minutes or powers off if pressed again. 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING 
 

If the unit is not powering on, check the power supply for the box.  

•Check circuit breaker 

•Make sure you have the black to ground and the blue to power 

•Check cable connection to back of main display box, remove and reinstall power cable from 

main box 

 

If you get an Erro on either line of the display it is saying that the sensor is out of range.  

•If the Erro is on the pressure line the error is with the pressure probe, or connection.  

•If the Erro is on the quantity line the error is with the quantity probe, or connection.  

An error is normally caused by a bad connection or sometimes the cable. Check your connections and 

make sure you did not kink the cable when running it. You can check the continuity of the cable with 

a multi meter to verify if it is the cable.  

Note: older cables with speed-con connectors love to cross-thread, preventing conductor connection. 

 

If you have erratic or incorrect readings on the quantity gauge. 

•Check the cable connections from the main box to the quantity gauge, remove and reinstall 

connections 

•Check that the float is free on the rod and functioning properly. 

•Check that quantity rod is not overly coated with residue, clean rod with power washer 

•Check that no magnetic hardware or strong magnetic fields are around the Quantity gauge. 

 

If the pressure displays numbers that are obviously incorrect; cycle power off then on holding the dim 

button with spray pump off. Doing this will set a new zero pressure setting. 

 

Troubleshooting Error Messages on Pressure and Quantity Display Lines: 

 

An error message on either Pressure or Quantity display line indicates readings outside allowable 

range on the indicated system. 

 

Testing: 

 

You will need safety wire or paper clips to jumper the leads for readings on multi meter. 

 

Test Voltage before testing either sensor reading 

 

1. Testing the 24V power supply 

a.  Connect the Multi meter to Pin 1 and Pin 3 of the Quantity port of the display when the 

unit is powered on, you should have a voltage reading of 24±.25 Volt s 

b.  Record Voltage Reading__________________________________ 

2. Testing Pressure display 

a.  Connect a 4.87K ohm resistor from Pin 1 to Pin 3 on the Pressure port of the display. 

b.  Hold the Dim button while powering on the display to calibrate to a new zero, set by the 

resistor. If a pressure reading is attempted to be calibrated, but falls outside an 

acceptable band for a zero pressure display, the unit assumes the pressure probe has 

drifted outside the acceptable limits. Thus the pressure probe has died. The unit will 

continue to display error on the pressure display until an acceptable zero set point is 

accepted during calibration. 

c.  With the resistor still installed, the unit should calibrate to a new zero reading and 

display 0 on the pressure display. 

d.  If the unit still errors in pressure when connecting the probe, check continuity on the 

pressure cable. 
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i.   If there is continuity in the pressure cable and the resistor allows the unit to re-

calibrate to zero, the pressure probe is most likely the cause of the erro and 

should be replaced. 

3.Testing Quantity Display 

a.  Check the rod for any sharp bends or kinks. The rod should be bent with a minimum 

radius of about 3 feet or 1 meter (sharp bends can cause the signal in the rod to be lost in 

the tight bend). 

b.  Connect a 4.87K ohm resistor from Pin 1 to Pin 4; jumper Pin 3 to Pin 5 on the Quantity 

port of the display. 

c.  A 4.87K ohm resistor should give a reading within the normal range, this tests the 

display box. 

d.  Check continuity on the cable (you can repeat the test with resistor and jumper at the 

probe end of the Quantity cable). 

e.  Re-connect the system together and place a magnet about 6 inches from the head of the 

quantity probe on the rod (this check will determine if the unit is having trouble tacking 

the float). 

i.   If the unit fails to work with the resistor and jumper installed (erro), the main    

box is not working 

ii.  If the unit fails to work with the resistor and jumper installed at the probe end 

of the cable, the cable is bad 

iii.   If the unit works (no erro) when testing with the magnet but not when using 

your float, your float is bad 

iv.  If the unit fails to work with the quantity probe connected and the magnet did 

not give a reading, your quantity probe is most likely the cause and should be 

sent back for warranty or be replaced. 

 

 


